The most important linear precoding method for frequency-flat MIMO broadcast channels is block diagonalization (BD) which, under certain conditions, attains the same nonlinear dirty paper coding channel capacity. However, BD is not easily translated to frequency-selective channels, since space-time information must be included in the transceiver design. In this paper, we demonstrate that BD is possible in frequency-selective MIMO broadcast channels to eliminate inter-user interference and derive the conditions on the number of transmit antennas and the transmission block length (as functions of the number of users and channel delay spread) for the existence of BD precoders. We also propose three different approaches to mitigate/eliminate inter-symbol interference in block transmissions: time-reversal-based BD (TRBD), equalized BD (EBD), and joint processing BD (JPBD). We show that any transmit-processing-only method (including TRBD and EBD) yields zero diversity and multiplexing gains (high SNR regime). We also demonstrate that JPBD, which uses linear processing at the transmitter and the receiver, approximates full multiplexing gain for a sufficiently large transmit block length, and show its diversity-multiplexing tradeoff. Extensive numerical simulations show that the achievable rate and probability of error performance of all the proposed techniques remarkably improve that of conventional time-reversal beamforming. Moreover, JPBD provides the highest achievable rate region for frequency-selective MIMO broadcast channels.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless multiuser-MIMO (MU-MIMO) systems, which are composed of one multiple-antenna base station and a set of user terminals sharing time and frequency resources, have been intensively studied in the past decade. These systems are modeled as MIMO broadcast channels in the downlink, where each user receives a linear combination of the signals directed to all the users. Thus, the main characteristic of these systems is the presence of inter-user interference (IUI) and, as a result, processing techniques at the transmitter and/or receivers are required so that every user can detect the signal directed to it. A number of such methods exist, which operate on different principles depending on the channel being frequency-flat or frequency-selective.
Dirty paper coding (DPC), a nonlinear method, achieves the capacity in frequency-flat MIMO broadcast channels [2] , [3] . However, linear processing techniques are still of great interest since they offer reduced computational complexity compared to DPC [4] - [6] . In particular, block diagonalization (BD) [4] is of significant importance given that, under certain conditions, it achieves the DPC sum capacity [7] . In frequency-flat channels, the channel matrix has only space information (the complex channel coefficients between each transmitter/receiver antenna pair). Hence, BD uses a linear precoder to force a block-diagonal structure in the precoder-channel matrix product, which sets the IUI to zero.
For frequency-selective MIMO broadcast channels, the capacity region is unknown in terms of the channel statistics, even in the SISO scenario [8] . In this case, the channel matrix incorporates space-time information since a channel impulse response (CIR) characterizes the propagation between each transmitter/receiver antenna pair. The CIR spreads the transmitted signal in the time-domain, causing inter-symbol interference (ISI) in the received signal. Thus, the transmitter and/or the receivers must use equalization in order to mitigate performance losses generated by ISI. For this reason, frequency-flat linear processing techniques are not easily extended to the frequency-selective case.
Time-reversal (TR) based pre-filters [9] - [12] have been extensively used for frequency-selective MIMO broadcast channels, because they improve the system's energy efficiency and reduce its computational complexity with respect to multicarrier (frequency-flat) systems [13] . TR uses the time-reversed complex-conjugated CIR as a linear prefilter applied at the transmitter, and uses simple single-tap receivers. This pre-filter focuses the electric field around the receiving antennas [14] and also provides partial equalization due to its matched-filter properties, compressing the equivalent CIR in the time-domain [15] . However, TR performance is limited by both ISI and IUI [16] , so the design of linear processing techniques in frequency-selective MIMO broadcast channels is still an open problem.
In this work, we generalize BD linear precoding to frequency-selective MIMO broadcast channels. Current literature on the subject focus on linear FIR pre-filters and provides no connection with linear techniques for frequencyflat channels. As a first contribution, we formulate the linear transceiver design problem for frequency-selective channels using general linear combiners instead of FIR filters, and representing the channels as Toeplitz matrices. This provides a bridge between the frequency-flat and frequency-selective cases. Then, we demonstrate that BD is possible in frequencyselective channels if the transmitted block length is sufficiently large and if the number of transmit antennas is greater than the number of users (or equal to, in some cases). We give specific conditions on the transmitted block length as a function of the channel delay spread, the number of user, and the number of transmit antennas. The processing in frequencyselective channels involves space-time information, and we show that any BD precoder in this case acts as a space-time block coder that eliminates IUI. In addition, we propose three approaches to mitigate or eliminate ISI in the received signal, which work in cascade configuration with the BD precoder. The first two approaches, time-reversal-based BD (TRBD) and equalized BD (EBD) use channel state information (CSI) at the transmitter only to design linear precoders and use low complexity sample-drop receivers. The third approach, joint processing BD (JPBD) uses CSI at the transmitter and the receivers to jointly calculate linear precoders and receiver combiners.
In the novel TRBD, IUI is eliminated and ISI is mitigated by using a linear combiner that approximates the TR pre-filter. The general linear combiner structure of TRBD allows the complete elimination of IUI, which is not possible using conventional finite impulse response (FIR) filters in TR techniques such as [17] . Moreover, unlike similar TR formulations (e.g. [16] ), TRBD reduces the precoding computational complexity, since it does not require frequencydomain operations.
The second approach, EBD, acts explicitly as a preequalizer [18] over each block-diagonalized channel, giving a minimum squared error solution for the precoder. In contrast with previous works (e.g., [12] , [19] , [20] ), EBD completely eliminates IUI.
JPBD uses the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the block-diagonalized channel to eliminate ISI and provides perfect equalization in the received signal. We propose novel linear transmitter and receiver structures for joint interference suppression and channel equalization. As opposed to BD in frequency-flat channels, JPBD uses the singular values of the block-diagonalized channel to perform amplitude equalization across the received signal samples and not for power allocation. Thus, we also propose procedures for maximum sum-rate power allocation for the three techniques. For each of the proposed approaches, we theoretically analyze:
1) The optimization problems related to the precoder design, which have closed-form solutions in each case. 2) The ergodic achievable rate region.
3) The high SNR performance, evaluated in terms of the diversity and multiplexing gains. 4) The effective signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) for low SNR. 5) The power allocation scheme that maximizes the achievable sum-rate. Extensive numerical simulations show that the achievable rate regions of the proposed techniques improve those of conventional TR beamforming. Moreover, we demonstrate that any linear precoding technique (processing at the transmitter only, including TRBD and EBD) cannot eliminate ISI completely, implying zero diversity and multiplexing gains in the high SNR regime. JPBD achieves full multiplexing gain (equal to the number of users) in the limit when the transmitted block size goes to infinity, and its diversity gain improves with larger channel delay spreads or larger timedomain redundancy added at the transmitter. With these characteristics, JPBD provides the highest achievable rate region for frequency-selective MIMO broadcast channels. We also analyze the behavior of each design versus different system parameters (e.g. number of antennas, number of users, SNRs) and show good agreement between simulated and theoretical results.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a MIMO baseband downlink wireless communication system consisting of one transmitter (base station or access point) equipped with M transmit antennas and K single-antenna users, as depicted in Fig. 1 . The system operates over a MU-MIMO fading channel, where the transmitter sends a block of B complex symbols to each user, followed by a guard interval of L + L p − 2 symbols, where L is the delay spread in the channel and L p is the time-domain redundancy added by the precoder. This redundancy is used to reduce the probability of error (as in any error correcting code), but it also improves the performance when the number of users in the system increases (as discussed in Section V). This guard interval is analogous to the cyclic prefix used in multi-carrier systems, and it is also required in finite impulse 
where G k is the receiver filter, H k is the channel matrix, P k is the transmitter precoder, s k is the transmitted signal, and z k is Gaussian noise. In this section, we describe this system model in detail. 1
A. TRANSMITTER
Let s k = [s k (1), . . . , s k (B)] T ∈ C B denote the random vector of complex time-domain transmitted symbols, where s k (t) is the symbol directed to user k at time t with average power E |s k (t)| 2 = ρ k , ∀t. These time domain symbols are i.i.d. random variables selected from an arbitrary alphabet. As shown in Fig. 1 , the precoding matrix P maps the stacked transmitted signal vector s = s T 1 , . . . , s T K T ∈ C BK to the transmit antennas. The total transmitted power constraint is k ρ k = P max , and the precoding matrix
where P m,k ∈ C (B+L p −1)×B is the linear combiner which maps the time-domain block (B symbols) directed to user k to a time-domain block transmitted from antenna m (B t = B + L p − 1 symbols). Thus, the precoders add L p − 1 time-domain redundancy symbols. Note that, when the precoder is a FIR filter of length L p , P m,k is a banded Toeplitz matrix representing the convolution between the filter and the transmitted block [22] . We define P k = P T 1,k · · · P T M ,k T ∈ C B t M ×B as the stacking of all the precoders directed to user k, such that √ a H a is the 2 norm of the vector a. E{·} denotes expected value. We use the definitions in [21] for complex matrix differentiation. P = [P 1 · · · P K ]. We also set P k 2 F = 1, ∀k, so the combiner does not alter the average power of s k . Given the previous definitions, P is a linear space-time block coder. The timedomain signal vector transmitted from antenna m is
B. CHANNEL
We focus on quasi-static channels, where the channel matrix remains invariant over a block of
where H k,m ∈ C (B t +L−1)×B t is a banded Toeplitz convolution matrix with the CIR coefficients from transmit antenna m to user k given by
where L is the finite CIR duration. We also define the channel matrix to user k as H k = H k,1 · · · H k,M ∈ C B r ×B t M , i.e. the stacking of the channels matrices between all transmitter antennas and user k. Note that the received signal is spread in the time domain (B t transmitted symbols are spread across B r = B t + L − 1 received samples). The CIR time samples {h k,m (t)} are zero-mean complex circularly-symmetric Gaussian random variables with diagonal covariance matrices
where t s is the sampling time, and σ h is the mean channel delay spread. The factor in parenthesis in (2) normalizes the channel power to satisfy the constraint Tr (Q h ) = 1. The diagonal structure of Q h ensures that the CIRs are uncorrelated across users, antennas, and time. This assumption is made in order to determine fundamental limits on the performance of frequency-selective MIMO broadcast channels, which are achieved under such uncorrelated scattering conditions.
C. RECEIVERS
One of the main advantagesof single-carrier frequencyselective techniques over their multi-carrier counterparts is the reduced complexity at the receiver. We consider simple linear receiver structures, where G k ∈ C B×B r represents a time-domain linear combiner at user k. In this work, we use two types of receivers. The first is a simple receiver that discards the first (L +L p −2)/2 and the last (L +L p −2)/2 time samples of the received block. This is the most common receiver in TR systems, since the discarded samples are ISI only [16] . This filter has the form
where g k ∈ R + represents an arbitrary gain control,Ḡ [0 I B 0] is the sample drop matrix, and 0 is a zero matrix. We describe the second linear receiver in Section III-C, where we exploit channel knowledge to improve the system performance.
The last component in the receiver signal in (1) is z k ∈ C B r , which is the vector of time-domain noise samples. We assume z k is a complex circularly-symmetric Gaussian random vector with covariance matrix ηI B r , ∀k, where η is the average noise power per sample. According to (1), the desired symbol block s k is subject to a linear transformation induced by the matrix G k H k P k , with its diagonal elements representing the desired signal, while the off-diagonal elements correspond to ISI. IUI is determined by the matrices G k H k P k with k = k. We define the desired signal, ISI, IUI, and noise power gains as
, respectively, where • denotes Hadamard product. Thus, the effective signal to interference plus noise ratio at receiver k is
Note that, in frequency-selective MU-MIMO systems, both ISI and IUI are significant impairments for signal detection.
III. BLOCK DIAGONALIZATION FOR FREQUENCY-SELECTIVE CHANNELS
BD was first proposed for frequency-flat MU-MIMO channels in [4] . The idea is to design a precoder such that the equivalent channel matrix HP has a block diagonal structure. Thus, BD sets the IUI at every receiver to zero and the received signal in (1) has only the first and third terms. This allows a per-user precoder design since (1) depends only on the user index k. In the original formulation, BD is performed over a channel matrix with only spatial information between transmitter and receiver. However, the frequency-selective channel matrix comprises both space and time channel information. In this section, we analyze the particular structure of BD for frequency-selective channels, and propose three techniques to tackle its specific challenges. For the first two techniques, we assume a sample drop receiver G k =Ḡ and focus on the precoder design. We also assume perfect channel state information (CSI) at the transmitter. For the third technique we jointly design P k and G k assuming CIS is also available at the receiver. From the received signal (1), IUI is set to zero when H k P k = 0, if k = k . If we define the interference matrix for user k as the stacking:
the condition for BD isH k P k = 0, ∀k, i.e. the columns of P k must lie in the null space ofH k . Thus, as the first step to design the precoder P k , we perform the singular value decomposition (SVD) ofH k , in order to obtain a basis for null H k . This SVD can be written as
is the matrix formed with the right singular vectors ofH k ∈ C B r (K −1)×B t M . More specifically, the columns ofṼ (0) k form a basis for the null space ofH k . Note that this matrix defined in (4) is a column stacking of matrices taken from the set {H k }, so it is almost surely full row rank. Thus, unlike BD in frequency-flat channels, the dimension of V
, independent of the propagation conditions. Thus, we establish B v > 0 as a condition for the existence ofṼ (0) k (a stronger condition is required as detailed next). A BD precoder for the frequency-selective channel H k must then have the form
whereP k ∈ C B v ×B maps the transmitted block to user k to the domain ofṼ (0) k . Consequently, the search space for a BD precoder increases by using a larger number of antennas M or reducing number of users K . The linear transformation G k H kṼ (0) kP k must be full rank so that the transmitted symbol block s k can be recovered at the receiver. Therefore, both rank
By enforcing this constraint, we VOLUME 4, 2016 can obtain the following conditions on the block size B and the redundancy length L p for BD to be possible:
The first inequality can be used as a design criteria by either fixing B or L p , and then calculating the requirements on the other parameter. The second inequality states that the number of antennas must be greater than or equal to the number of users. The design problem then corresponds to finding the best matrixP k to satisfy given performance optimization criteria for the desired signal transformation G k H kṼ
kP k . An intuitive approach is to designP k to provide some form of equalization (ISI mitigation), since IUI is already set to zero by usingṼ (0) k . In the following, we propose two approaches to findP k , namely time-reversal-based BD and equalized BD, which use a simple receiver of the form G k =Ḡ. We also present a third technique to jointly design P k and G k , using channel knowledge at the receiver. We present the solutions to the proposed optimization problems in the Appendices.
A. TIME-REVERSAL-BASED BLOCK DIAGONALIZATION TR beamforming is an emerging technique for SDMA over frequency-selective MU-MIMO channels. TR uses the complex-conjugate time-reversed CIR as a FIR filter at the transmitter, and yields space-time focusing of the signal at each receiver [12] , [16] . In TR, the precoder P m,k is a (banded Toeplitz) convolution matrix constructed from the vector
where the first factor ensures the precoder normalization. Note also that the redundancy is the same as the CIR length (L p = L). We denote the TR precoder for user k as
TR maximizes the desired signal power at the receiver by acting as a matched-filter, but its performance is limited by both ISI and IUI. We propose time-reversal based BD (TRBD) to take advantage of those properties of TR while eliminating IUI. Unlike the approach in [16] , TRBD does not require a Fourier transform of the channel impulse responses, thus reducing the precoder computational complexity. Also, its general linear combiner structure allows the complete elimination of IUI, which is not possible using conventional FIR pre-filter approaches (e.g., [17] ). The idea of TRBD is to obtain the closest precoder (in the minimum squared error sense) to the TR pre-filter such that BD is achieved, which can be found by solving
This problem has a closed-form solution (see Appendix VI) such that the TRBD precoder is given by
B. EQUALIZED BLOCK DIAGONALIZATION
The performance of TR-based techniques is limited by ISI since TR pre-filters act only as partial equalizers: they maximize the desired signal power in (1) but they do not mitigate ISI explicitly. Henceforth, we propose a second strategy for precoder design, which aims to diagonalize the desired signal transformation, i.e.ḠH k P k ≈ I B . This design criteria is equivalent to maximize the desired signal to ISI power ratio. Note that this novel approach improves other pre-equalization solutions (e.g., [12] , [19] , [20] ), given that IUI is completely eliminated from the received signal. A complete diagonalization of the formḠH k P k = I B is not attainable since an overdetermined system of linear equation results for the precoder. However, ISI can still be minimized by a least squares solution. In our particular BD model, the problem can be stated as
where C k =ḠH kṼ
We refer to this approach as equalized block diagonalization (EBD). The solution for the precoder (see Appendix VI) is
where L p > 0 is arbitrarily chosen, µ k ∈ R is a Lagrange multiplier satisfying the first-order necessary condition
and
is the set of eigenvalues of the positive definite matrix C H k C k . The left-hand side in (11) is a monotonically decreasing function of µ k , so the unique solution can be easily found numerically by using any line search algorithm.
C. JOINT TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER PROCESSING IN BD
Both TRBD and EBD assume a sample drop receiverḠ, but cannot eliminate ISI in the received signal. Thus, we propose a joint precoder/receiver design for BD when CSI is available at both the transmitter and the receiver. Thus, CSI of all the system is required at all users (this is also a constraint for frequency-flat BD). Even though the CSI requirement is an inherent practical limitation of BD, we show that perfect equalization is possible using joint processing, such that both ISI and IUI are completely eliminated. The idea is to design both G k andP k such that G k H kṼ (0) kP k = I B . We refer to this approach as joint processing block diagonalization (JPBD). Unlike frequency-flat BD, JPBD jointly suppresses the IUI and equalizes the received signal, operating as a linear spacetime block code. We begin with the SVD of the equivalent block diagonalized channel, that is H kṼ
where U k and V k are unitary matrices, k is a rectangular diagonal matrix, and we assume B v ≥ B r so that the pseudoinverse of k satisfies k + k = I B r . This assumption holds if
Note that (13) is a stronger condition on the transmitter block length than (6), viz. the number of transmit antennas must be strictly greater than the number of users. The system achieves a complete channel diagonalization if the precoder and receiver filter matrices are designed as (the precoder is normalized). The first condition ensures thatGG + = I B , so ISI is completely eliminated. Using this approach the SINR at user k is
Hence, we can select the matrixG k that maximizes the SNR by solving
Optimality conditions for this problem lead to a nonlinear matrix equation with no general closed-form solution (see Appendix VI). However, if we assume thatG k is a rectangular diagonal matrix with real positive entries, a closed-form solution to this problem exists and is given by
where σ k,i is the i-th singular value of H kṼ (0) k . Hence, the precoder and receiver filter in JPBD are
The JPBD precoder and receiver filter resemble the conventional BD solution in [4] by using: i) the interference suppression provided byṼ (0) k , ii) the eigenbeamformers U k and V k , which share the role of eliminating ISI, and iii) the amplitude equalizers + kG + k andG k , which ensure that all symbols in the received block have the same average power. Note that H kṼ (0) k has B r singular values, but only B of them are used to calculate the JPBD solution. The influence of these singular values on the performance of JPBD is analyzed in Section IV. In addition, using (14) and (16), the SINR in terms of the singular values of H kṼ
D. POWER ALLOCATION FOR SUM-RATE MAXIMIZATION
In the previous section, we presented three linear processing techniques for the frequency-selective MIMO broadcast channel. Both TRBD and EBD do not eliminate ISI in the received signal, so conventional waterfilling [24] cannot be applied for power allocation. Thus, in this section we propose a power allocation scheme for sum-rate maximization in TRBD and EBD, which takes into account ISI in the received signal. Maximizing the sum-rate in the downlink subject to a maximum power constraint can be stated as
where ρ = [ρ 1 , . . . , ρ K ] T is the vector of transmitted powers, and · 1 denotes 1 vector norm. Using the Lagrange multiplier method (see Appendix VI), the optimal power allocation in this case is
where λ is a Lagrange multiplier satisfying 
Note that the left hand side in (22) is a monotonically decreasing function of λ, so its unique value satisfying the VOLUME 4, 2016 constraint can be found by using a line search algorithm. This search should be limited to the interval 0 < λ ≤ min k (α D,k /[α N,k ln(2)]) so that ρ ≥ 0 holds. In the case of JPBD, since ISI is completely eliminated, conventional waterfilling can be applied for power allocation using the signal to noise ratio in (19) .
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF FREQUENCY-SELECTIVE BD TECHNIQUES
In this section, we analyze the performance of BD methods for frequency-selective channels under different SNR regimes. For high SNR, the system is characterized by ρ k /η → ∞, ∀k, which implies P max /η → ∞ given the power constraint k ρ k = P max . In this case, we analyze the diversity and the multiplexing gains for each BD method.
When the system operates at low SNR, the term associated to noise dominates the denominator in (3), i.e. ηα N,k ρ k α ISI,k , and we obtain a technique-independent upper bound for the SINR.
A. MULTIPLEXING GAIN
Assuming the receivers treat interference as Gaussian noise, we define the ergodic achievable rate for user k as
where the factor outside the expectation accounts for the guard interval, the expectation is taken over the channel matrix H, and SINR k is given in (3) with α IUI,k = 0 since any BD technique eliminates IUI. The multiplexing gain for user k is defined as
and the system multiplexing gain is
Thus, r is the slope in the achievable sum-rate R = k R k (SINR k ) at high SNR when plotted against P max /η (since P max /η → ∞ implies ρ k /η → ∞, ∀k). Note that, if α ISI,k = 0, SINR k → α D,k /α ISI,k when ρ k /η → ∞. Consequently, since TRBD and EBD cannot (completely) eliminate ISI, their system multiplexing gains are r TR = r EQ = 0, respectively. In contrast, JPBD eliminates ISI and using L'Hôpital's rule with α ISI,k = 0 on (23)- (25) , JPBD achieves a system multiplexing gain
where we have assumed that the channels for different users have the same statistics. Note that lim B→∞ r JP = K , i.e. JPBD has full multiplexing gain (equal to the number of users) when the transmitted block size goes to infinity. Thus, JPBD outperforms other techniques in the high SNR regime.
B. DIVERSITY GAIN
The diversity gain for user k is defined as
where P e (SINR k ) is the probability of error at user k. Assume that the symbols in s k are taken from a QAM constellation. Then, the error probability at high SNR is approximately [25, Sec. 9.1.2]
which assumes the QAM rate increases continuously with SNR (this cannot be attained in practice, where discrete modulation orders are used). The diversity gain for user k is then
The fact that SINR k → α D,k /α ISI,k if α ISI,k = 0 implies that the diversity gain for TRBD and EBD is
respectively. In contrast, replacing (19) into (27) gives the following diversity gain for JPBD
Thus, the diversity-multiplexing tradeoff is clearly observed [25] , [26] . According to (26) and (29), for a fixed block length B a larger channel delay spread L or a larger precoder redundancy L p improve the diversity gain but deteriorate the multiplexing gain. In contrast, for fixed L and L p , a larger block length improves the multiplexing gain but deteriorates the diversity gain.
C. LOW SNR CHARACTERIZATION
Now, we derive a bound for the SINR at low SNR (i.e. ηα N,k ρ k α ISI,k ), and demonstrate that it is proportional to the the number of transmit antennas M and the transmitted block length B t . We assume the best case scenario where the equalization provided by any technique is such that α ISI,k ≈ 0 and α D,k = G k H k P k 2 F . Under those conditions, the SINR is
where we used the submultiplicative property of Frobenius norms ( AB F ≤ A F B F for any matrices A and B) [27] , and the precoder normalization P k 2 F = 1. Taking the expectation of (30) with respect to the channel yields
Henceforth, the number of antennas on the frequencyselective MU-MIMO downlink provides a multiplicative gain on the low SNR regime, rather than the conventional improvement on the high SNR diversity and multiplexing gains of the frequency-flat case.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We performed extensive simulations of the three proposed BD techniques for frequency-selective channels using parameters as shown in Table 1 (unless indicated explicitly in each figure) . We selected these values to approximate those of common WLAN channel models such as [23] , and we assume the system operates over a 100 MHz bandwidth in a typical indoor scenario. Each random channel matrix realization was generated to match the model described in Section II-B. A. ACHIEVABLE RATE REGIONS Fig. 2 shows the limits of the achievable rate region for K = 2 users under the power constraint ρ 1 + ρ 2 = P max . The plot shows that TR, TRBD, and EBD improve slightly with a higher P max /η, since they are limited by ISI (as well as IUI in TR) and not by noise. JPBD capacity region expands when increasing P max /η since it eliminates ISI and IUI completely. The achievable rate regions are close to squared in all BD techniques given that IUI is set to zero, which implies that increasing the transmitted power to a given user does not increase interference to the others.
B. ACHIEVABLE SUM RATE AND MULTIPLEXING GAIN Fig. 3 (left and center) shows the maximum achievable sum rate as a function of P max /η (using the power allocation scheme described in Section III-D). The figure shows that TR, TRBD, and EBD have a bound on the maximum sum rate when P max /η → ∞ since they do not eliminate ISI completely (this corroborates the fact that their multiplexing gain is r = 0). It is also observed that JPBD has the best performance at high SNR and the simulated multiplexing gain shows good agreement with the theoretical results. Note that, when the number of users increases, higher SNR is required to achieve the same rate since less power is allocated per user.
C. BIT ERROR RATE AND DIVERSITY GAIN
We analyze the average bit error rate (BER) per user performance of the proposed methods with the transmission of 10 6 bits using QAM constellations of different orders. Fig. 4 shows the BER with different number of antennas and different modulation orders. An approximate 6 dB gain is observed on the required P max /η for JPBD when doubling the number of antennas, which is consistent with the bound in (31) for two users (it translates to a 3 dB gain on ρ k /η for each user). It is also clear that TR, TRBD, and EBD cannot eliminate ISI, inducing a lower bound on the BER at high SNR. However, ISI can be mitigated by using a larger number of antennas, so a lower BER at high SNR is observed when increasing M . This characteristic of TR based systems has been also observed in other works [16] . Fig. 4 (right) shows the JPBD performance when increasing the QAM constellation size. Note that the diversity gain in (29) assumes that the rate (constellation size) increases continuously with SNR, so d JP k gives a bound on the BER slope for increasing modulation k . (Right) SINR coefficient for JPBD α D,k /α N,k as given by (19) . The maximum sum-rate collapses when the number of users increases due to the singular values of H kṼ (0) k approaching zero. However, the problem can be corrected by introducing time-domain redundancy (increasing L p ) at the precoder. order at high SNR. Thus, the diversity gain slope is better observed when the modulation order is increased with the SNR, e.g., Fig. 4 (right) shows an adaptive-rate modulation where the modulation rate is 2 R QAM and R QAM is the largest even integer smaller than or equal to r k log 2 (P max /η) (this ensures a rectangular QAM constellation if R QAM ≥ 4).
This adaptive modulation scheme shows good agreement with the diversity gain, according to the plot. Fig. 5 (left) shows the maximum achievable sum rate as a function of the number of users K , with all other system parameters kept constant. We used the power allocation in Section III-D. The figure shows that JPBD has the best performance again, followed by EBD, and TRBD. The sum rate in JPBD increases linearly until the number of users approaches the number of antennas (16 in this example) and then drops markedly when L p = 1 (no time-domain redundancy is added at the precoder). This behavior is caused by the SINR dependence on the first B singular values of H kṼ (0) k as given by (19) . As discussed in Section III, H kṼ (0) k ∈ C B r ×B v has B r non-zero singular values. Thus, a smaller B v = B t M − B r (K − 1) (caused by increasing number of users), decreases the amplitude of those singular values and also the SINR in JPBD. A practical solution to this problem is to increase the precoder redundancy L p , which increases both B v and the SINR enabling an almost linear growth in the sum rate when the number of users approaches the number of antennas. We observe this effect in Fig. 5 (center and right) . However, increasing L p has a small impact on the sum rate when the number of users is low compared to the number of antennas.
D. IMPACT OF THE NUMBER OF USERS

VI. CONCLUSION
We explored the generalization of BD precoding techniques, originally proposed for frequency-flat MIMO broadcast channels, to the frequency-selective case. Such generalization is not straightforward since the channel matrix has a space-time structure constructed from the channel impulse responses. We derived the conditions under which BD is feasible for block transmissions in frequency-selective MIMO broadcast channels: the transmitted block length should be sufficiently large and the number of transmit antennas should be greater than or equal to the number of users (see inequality (6)).
Even though any BD eliminates IUI, frequency selectivity induces ISI in the received signal. Thus, we proposed three approaches to mitigate or suppress ISI. The first approach, TRBD, finds the BD precoder matrix which is closest (in the minimum squared error sense) to the TR pre-filter; although it improves the performance of conventional TR, it is still limited by ISI. EBD is the second approach, which explicitly minimizes ISI using an equalizer at the transmitter; EBD outperforms TR based solutions but cannot suppress ISI completely. Moreover, we showed that any precoding-only scheme which do not eliminate ISI has zero diversity and multiplexing gains (their achievable sum rates are bounded at high SNR). Thus, we propose a joint transmitter/receiver design called JPBD, which is based on the SVD of the equivalent block-diagonalized channel. We demonstrated that, for an infinite block length, JPBD achieves full multiplexing gain (equal to the number of users). We showed that the diversity gain in JPBD improves with larger channel delay spread or larger time-domain precoder redundancy, but decreases with larger block length B (see eq. (29)).
Extensive numerical simulations show that all the proposed BD solutions for frequency-selective MIMO broadcast channels outperform conventional TR beamforming. Moreover, numerical results show good agreement with the theoretical results derived in this paper. We also examined the performance of each technique under different operation parameters, e.g. number of antennas, number of users, block length, and precoder redundancy.
APPENDIX A TRBD PRECODER SOLUTION
We obtain the TRBD precoder design by solving
The Lagrangian of (32) is 
Using the complex-conjugate of (33) and applying the con-
Replacing (34) in (5) yields
APPENDIX B EBD PRECODER SOLUTION
The EBD precoder, which operates as an equalizer at the transmitter, is found by solving
whose Lagrangian is
Using the cyclic permutation invariance of the trace and V (0)H kṼ
Using the complex-conjugate of (37) we getP
Note that, since C H k C k is Hermitian, the eigendecomposition C H k C k = U C k C k U H C k is possible, where U C k is a unitary matrix and C k = diag λ C k ,1 , . . . , λ C k ,B c is the diagonal matrix with the (positive real) eigenvalues of C H k C k . By enforcing the constraint Tr P k P H k = 1, we get
Note that (39) has multiple solutions for µ k , but its left hand side is monotonically decreasing when µ k ≥ 0. Thus, the unique solution for µ k can be found by using any line search algorithm.
APPENDIX C JPBD PRECODER SOLUTION
We calculate the matrixG k in (17) by maximizing the SNR at the receiver, which can be equivalently stated as
with no constraints, since the precoder is already normalized. The first order necessary condition for this problem is 
where we have used the complex matrix differentials defined in [21] . 
where we applied the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Therefore, the objective function achieves its minimum wheng k,i ∝ 1/(σ k,igk,i ) and we can define the closed-form solution g k,i = 1 σ k,i .
APPENDIX D SUM-RATE MAXIMIZATION SOLUTION
In this section, we show the solution to the power allocation problem for sum-rate maximization:
The Lagrangian of (43) is L (ρ, λ) = − 
Note that the above equation has two solutions for every k, so we select the positive sign in the first factor, which gives a positive power. Thus, enforcing both k ρ k ≤ P max and ρ ≥ 0 gives 
where 0 ≤ λ ≤ α D,k /[α N,k ln(2)], ∀k, must hold so the power allocated to each user is positive. Note that the right hand side of (45) is monotonically decreasing on λ, and hence a unique solution to (45) can be found through a line search over the interval 0 ≤ λ ≤ min k α D,k α N,k ln (2) .
(46)
